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Forced Out Of Vietnam
2018-02-09

risk assessment and security for pipelines tunnels and underground rail and transit operations details a quantitative risk assessment
methodology for systematically analyzing various alternatives for protecting underground rail oil and gas pipelines pipeline freight
transportation and other tunnel systems from terrorism threats and other disasters it examines the engineering environmental and economic
impacts and addresses both direct and collateral damage the book describes how to employ the methodology of quantitative psychology for
effectively assessing risk in homeland security defense actions and critical infrastructure protection using pipelines tunnels underground
rapid rail and transit systems as examples it maintains an emphasis on applying quantitative psychology to risk management in the areas of
homeland security and defense outlines the background and system operations of pipelines tunnels underground rail and transit systems as
well as other super speed futuristic trains covers materials used for fabricating weapons of mass destruction and operations for terrorism
deals with the probabilistic risk estimation process event tree analysis and fault tree analysis discusses the risk and vulnerability assessment
tools and methodologies used by experts and governmental agencies approved for public release by the u s federal government this book
presents regulations standard processes and risk assessment models recommended by the u s department of homeland security and other
federal and state agencies describing how to evaluate terrorism threats and warnings it details protocols for preventive measures and
emergency preparedness plans that are based on economic analysis with comprehensive coverage that includes risk estimation and risk
acceptability analysis the book provides a foundational understanding of risk and the various defensive systems that can improve safety and
security as well as thwart terrorists efforts to sabotage critical infrastructure

Risk Assessment and Security for Pipelines, Tunnels, and Underground Rail and
Transit Operations
2014-06-03

an accessible guide for traders looking to boosting profits in the financial markets from a trading superstar dubbed the messiah of day
trading by dow jones oliver velez is a world renowned trader advisor entrepreneur and one of the most sought after speakers and teachers on
trading the financial markets for a living his seminars and workshops have been attended by tens of thousands of traders the world over in
this highly focused and effective trading resource velez imparts seven key lessons to further any trader s education from market basics to
managing trades trading psychology to investment planning technical analysis and charts to income versus wealth building these lessons
contain powerful insight and advice far beyond anything you ll find in most introductory trading books each section of the book offers clear
examples concise and useful definitions of important terms includes more than ninety charts illustrating market challenges and opportunities
how to profit from patterns and much more written in the parlance of the day trader s world this book offers you the experience of being
taught trading skills by the best of the best
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Strategies for Profiting on Every Trade
2012-09-27

peter van arsdale s four decades of worldwide applied research and community outreach as a cultural anthropologist have involved water
resource development mental health refugee resettlement humanitarian assistance and human rights with one foot in the university he
always has kept the other foot in the field in this brief well crafted volume he synthesizes and grapples with key rights debates as well as
human rights injustices on four continents thoughtful original and pragmatic van arsdale opens with a tree of rights metaphor to demonstrate
that rights are continually growing and evolving from its branches come new rights changes in the perception of rights and the reframing of
rights crossculturally following chapters focus on fundamental human rights the right to clean water sanitation and food security the right to
be free from violence genocide and ethnic cleansing and the right to dignity and respect at risk groups covered in the book include lgbt
communities children refugees and victims of war throughout praxis the meaningful intersection of theory ethics and practice is emphasized
chapter coverage is enhanced by complementary and compelling agency action and champion sidebars in closing van arsdale challenges
readers to embrace his theory of obligation which maintains that one must assist those whose rights have been abused when requested and
when expertise and resources permit

Global Human Rights
2016-06-08

cuando se intenta abordar el análisis de la ciberguerra y la posible aplicación de una estrategia militar se llega a la conclusión de que su
vinculación con el escenario de las relaciones internacionales junto con las características intrínsecas del ciberespacio impide que dicho
análisis pueda realizarse de manera aislada este estudio tiene el objetivo de profundizar tanto en el ámbito político como en el militar para
dar contexto teórico a un nuevo modelo de guerra

Omnium contra omnes
2021-05-20

how do you make quick intraday profits how can you ride long term trends how can you make consistent money in the midst of a sideways
volatile market oliver velez is giving you all the answers by granting you access to his own revolutionary trading tactics ones which he has
spent years perfecting power trading brings together three remarkable trading approaches which are the cornerstones of the educational
sessions presented by velez and his trading team this dvd and guidebook combination was designed to help you identify the plays that will
work best with your trading style personality and current portfolio watch the dvd and follow along as the plays unfold on the screen and page
this first of its kind comprehensive collection covers three profit boosting systems micro trading tactics quick fire tactics that work in bull or
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bear markets how to profit from the market maker s lunch what period of the market day provides the best risk reward and what times to
avoid core trading tactics how to precisely time entry exit points how core trading differs from investing and the tools needed to be a
successful core trader the perfect strategy for updating long term portions of your portfolio guerrilla trading tactics 13 must know dynamic
plays some with a success rate of 80 or more 2 key strategies trading to build wealth vs trading for income special tactics for playing excess
volatility

Power Trading
2013-11-26

focused on low cost strategic marketing concepts that will creatively promote a compelling product or service guerrilla marketing s winning
approach relies on knowledge time energy and imagination rather than a big marketing budget now the winning continues with guerrilla
marketing volume 2

Guerrilla Marketing
2022-03-01

over 7 300 total pages just a sample of the contents title multifunctional nanotechnology research descriptive note technical report 01 jan
2015 31 jan 2016 title preparation of solvent dispersible graphene and its application to nanocomposites descriptive note technical report
title improvements to micro contact performance and reliability descriptive note technical report title delivery of nanotethered therapies to
brain metastases of primary breast cancer using a cellular trojan horse descriptive note technical report 15 sep 2013 14 sep 2016 title
nanotechnology based detection of novel micrornas for early diagnosis of prostate cancer descriptive note technical report 15 jul 2016 14 jul
2017 title a federal vision for future computing a nanotechnology inspired grand challenge descriptive note technical report title quantifying
nanoparticle release from nanotechnology scientific operating procedure series sop c 3 descriptive note technical report title synthesis
characterization and modeling of functionally graded multifunctional hybrid composites for extreme environments descriptive note technical
report 15 sep 2009 14 mar 2015 title equilibrium structures and absorption spectra for sixoy molecular clusters using density functional
theory descriptive note technical report title nanotechnology for the solid waste reduction of military food packaging descriptive note
technical report 01 apr 2008 01 jan 2015 title magneto electric conversion of optical energy to electricity descriptive note final performance
rept 1 apr 2012 31 mar 2015 title surface area analysis using the brunauer emmett teller bet method standard operating procedure series
sop c descriptive note technical report 30 sep 2015 30 sep 2016 title stabilizing protein effects on the pressure sensitivity of fluorescent gold
nanoclusters descriptive note technical report title theory guided innovation of noncarbon two dimensional nanomaterials descriptive note
technical report 14 feb 2012 14 feb 2016 title deterring emergent technologies descriptive note journal article title the human domain and
the future of army warfare present as prelude to 2050 descriptive note technical report title drone swarms descriptive note technical report
06 jul 2016 25 may 2017 title offsetting tomorrow s adversary in a contested environment defending expeditionary advance bases in 2025
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and beyond descriptive note technical report title a self sustaining solar bio nano based wastewater treatment system for forward operating
bases descriptive note technical report 01 feb 2012 31 aug 2017 title radiation hard and self healing substrate agnostic nanocrystalline zno
thin film electronics descriptive note technical report 26 sep 2011 25 sep 2015 title modeling and experiments with carbon nanotubes for
applications in high performance circuits descriptive note technical report title radiation hard and self healing substrate agnostic
nanocrystalline zno thin film electronics per5 e descriptive note technical report 01 oct 2011 28 jun 2017 title high thermal conductivity
carbon nanomaterials for improved thermal management in armament composites descriptive note technical report title emerging science
and technology trends 2017 2047 descriptive note technical report title catalysts for lightweight solar fuels generation descriptive note
technical report 01 feb 2013 31 jan 2017 title integrated real time control and imaging system for microbiorobotics and nanobiostructures
descriptive note technical report 01 aug 2013 31 jul 2014

Publications Combined - Over 100 Studies In Nanotechnology With Medical, Military
And Industrial Applications 2008-2017
2004-08-02

over 3 800 total pages just a sample of the studies publications included drone swarms terrorist and insurgent unmanned aerial vehicles use
potentials and military implications countering a2 ad with swarming stunning swarms an airpower alternative to collateral damage ideal
directed energy system to defeat small unmanned aircraft system swarms break the kill chain not the budget how to avoid u s strategic
retrenchment gyges effect an ethical critique of lethal remotely piloted aircraft human robotic swarm interaction using an artificial physics
approach swarming uas ii swarming unmanned aircraft systems communication free robot swarming uav swarm attack protection system
alternatives for destroyers confidential and authenticated communications in a large fixed wing uav swarm uav swarm behavior modeling for
early exposure of failure modes optimized landing of autonomous unmanned aerial vehicle swarms mini micro and swarming unmanned
aerial vehicles a baseline study uav swarm operational risk assessment system smartswarms distributed uavs that think command and
control autonomous uxv s uav swarm tactics an agent based simulation and markov process analysis a novel communications protocol using
geographic routing for swarming uavs performing a search mission accelerating the kill chain via future unmanned aircraft evolution of
control programs for a swarm of autonomous unmanned aerial vehicles afit uav swarm mission planning and simulation system a genetic
algorithm for uav routing integrated with a parallel swarm simulation applying cooperative localization to swarm uavs using an extended
kalman filter a secure group communication architecture for a swarm of autonomous unmanned aerial vehicles braving the swarm lowering
anticipated group bias in integrated fire police units facing paramilitary terrorism distributed beamforming in a swarm uav network
integrating uas flocking operations with formation drag reduction tracking with a cooperatively controlled swarm of gmti equipped uavs using
agent based modeling to evaluate uas behaviors in a target rich environment experimental analysis of integration of tactical unmanned
aerial vehicles and naval special warfare operations forces target acquisition involving multiple unmanned air vehicles interfaces for small
unmanned air systems isus program tools for the conceptual design and engineering analysis of micro air vehicles architectural
considerations for single operator management of multiple unmanned aerial vehicles
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Over 40 Publications / Studies Combined: UAS / UAV / Drone Swarm Technology
Research
2017-01-30

digital currents explores the growing impact of digital technologies on aesthetic experience and examines the major changes taking place in
the role of the artist as social communicator margot lovejoy recounts the early histories of electronic media for art making video computer
the internet in this richly illustrated book she provides a context for the works of major artists in each media describes their projects and
discusses the issues and theoretical implications of each to create a foundation for understanding this developing field digital currents fills a
major gap in our understanding of the relationship between art and technology and the exciting new cultural conditions we are experiencing
it will be ideal reading for students taking courses in digital art and also for anyone seeking to understand these new creative forms

Digital Currents
2014-07-07

a potent symbol of black power and radical inspiration the black panthers still evoke strong emotions this edition of jane rhodes s acclaimed
study examines the extraordinary staying power of the black panthers in the american imagination probing the group s longtime relationship
to the media rhodes traces how the panthers articulated their message through symbols and tactics the mass media could not resist by
exploiting press coverage through everything from posters to public appearances to photo ops the panthers created a linguistic and symbolic
universe as salient today as during the group s heyday they also pioneered a sophisticated version of mass media activism that powers
contemporary african american protest featuring a timely new preface by the author framing the black panthers is a breakthrough
reconsideration of a fascinating phenomenon

Framing the Black Panthers
1998

pursuing justice second edition examines the issue of justice by considering the origins of the idea formal systems of justice current global
issues of justice and ways in which justice might be achieved by individuals organizations and the global community part 1 demonstrates
how the idea of justice has emerged over time starting with religion and philosophy then moving to the justice as a concern of the state and
finally to the concept of social justice part 2 outlines the very different mechanisms used by various nations for achieving state justice
including systems based on common law civil law and islamic law with a separate discussion of the us justice system part 3 focuses on four
contemporary issues of justice war genocide slavery and the environment finally part 4 shows how individuals and organizations can go
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about pursuing justice and describes the rise of global justice this updated timely book helps students understand the complexities and
nuances of a society s pursuit of justice it provides students with the foundations of global justice systems integrating greek philosophies and
major religious perspectives into a justice perspective and contributes to undergraduate understanding of international justice bodies ngos
and institutions new edition is completely updated and revised to achieve relevance for today s students covers concepts of justice as well as
ideas for pursuing and achieving justice examines how our modern laws began and traces their evolution to today s laws presents concepts
and issues in justice studies as well as a comparison of several systems of law teaching resources include discussion questions and real world
examples

Pursuing Justice
2005

in a detailed step by step format sharyn wolf supplies readers with the most effective original ways to meet people connect with them and
enjoy the process

Guerrilla Dating Tactics
2014-03-03

over the last decade political economy has grown rapidly as a specialist area of research and teaching within communications and media
studies and is now established as a core element in university programmes around the world the handbook of political economy of
communications offers students and scholars a comprehensive authoritative up to date and accessible overview of key areas and debates
combines overviews of core ideas with new case study materials and the best of contemporary theorization and research written many of the
best known authors in the field includes an international line up of contributors drawn from the key markets of north and latin america
europe australasia and the far east

MultiCultural Review
2017

conflict dynamics presents case studies of six nation states sierra leone the republic of congo sri lanka myanmar indonesia and peru in the
book alethia h cook and marie olson lounsbery examine the evolving nature of violence in intrastate conflicts as well as the governments and
groups involved by focusing on the context of the relationships involved the capacities of the conflict s participants and the actors goals the
authors first present a theoretical framework through which the changeable mix of relative group capacities and the resulting tactical
decisions can be examined systematically and as conflicts evolve over time they then apply that framework to the six case studies to show
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its usefulness in better understand ing conflicts individually and in comparison while previous research on civil wars has tended to focus on
causes and outcomes conflict dynamics takes a more comprehensive approach to understanding conflict behavior the shifting nature of
relative group capacity measured in many different ways coupled with dynamic group goals determines the tactical decisions of civil war
actors and the paths a rebellion will take the case studies illustrate the relevance of third parties to this process and how their interventions
can influence tactics the progression of violence in conflicts is inextricably linked to the decisions made in their midst these influence future
iterations of the conflictual relationship complex groups on both sides both drive and are driven by the decisions made understanding
conflicts requires that these reciprocal impacts be considered the comparative frame work demonstrated in this book allows one to flesh out
this complexity

The Handbook of Political Economy of Communications
2020-07-07

guerrilla publicity provides expert advice for how to use publicity in the 21st century including blogs podcasting and social networking it is
the pr bible and sets the foundation for practical pr campaigns within guerrilla publicity pr gurus jill lublin and rick frishman help those in
business launch their publicity campaigns into the twenty first century this completely updated version of the publicity bible lays out the
foundation of practical pr knowledge while bringing everyone up to date with the latest based publicity strategies throughout guerrilla
publicity readers learn how to capitalize on low cost and sometimes cost free technologies so they can offer expert advice over the internet
with podcasts send out an e mail blast to quickly reach consumers about the latest products or services connect with their clients on social
networking sites conduct effective virtual seminars build out their website in order to build name recognition

Conflict Dynamics
2008-04-07

this collection offers a global perspective on the changing character of cities and the increasing importance that consumer culture plays in
defining their symbolic economies increasingly forms of spectacle have come to shape how cities are imagined and to influence their
character and the practices through which we know them from advertising and the selling of real estate to youth cultural consumption
practices and forms of entrepreneurship to the regeneration of urban areas under the guise of the heritage industry and the development of
a wifi landscape using examples of cities such as new york sydney atlantic city barcelona rio de janeiro douala liverpool san juan berlin and
harbin this book illustrates how image and practice have become entangled in the performance of the symbolic economy it also argues that it
is not just how the urban present is being shaped in this way that is significant to the development of cities but also that a prominent feature
of their development has been the spectacular imagining of the past as heritage and through regeneration yet the ghosts that this conjures
up in practice offer us a possible form of political unsettlement and alternative ways of viewing cities that is only just beginning to be
explored through this important collection by some of the leading analysts of consumption cities and space consuming the entrepreneurial
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city offers a cutting edge analysis of the ways in which cities are developing and the implications this has for their future it is essential
reading for students of urban studies geography sociology cultural studies heritage studies and anthropology

Guerrilla Publicity
2007

educator and technology trainer thomas daccord has painstakingly selected and compiled this guide to the best history sites for use in high
school academic and public libraries the best of history sites is the quickest path to a rich variety of content including multimedia
presentations subject gateways lesson plans and activities primary resources interactive quizzes and games virtual tours maps and atlases
statistical collections and more

Consuming the Entrepreneurial City
2017-02-28

yellowstone holds a special place in america s heart as the world s first national park it is globally recognized as the crown jewel of modern
environmental preservation but the park and its surrounding regions have recently become a lightning rod for environmental conflict plagued
by intense and intractable political struggles among the federal government national park service environmentalists industry local residents
and elected officials the battle for yellowstone asks why it is that with the flood of expert scientific economic and legal efforts to resolve
disagreements over yellowstone there is no improvement why do even seemingly minor issues erupt into impassioned disputes what can
yellowstone teach us about the worsening environmental conflicts worldwide justin farrell argues that the battle for yellowstone has deep
moral cultural and spiritual roots that until now have been obscured by the supposedly rational and technical nature of the conflict tracing in
unprecedented detail the moral causes and consequences of large scale social change in the american west he describes how a new west
social order has emerged that has devalued traditional american beliefs about manifest destiny and rugged individualism and how morality
and spirituality have influenced the most polarizing and techno centric conflicts in yellowstone s history this groundbreaking book shows how
the unprecedented conflict over yellowstone is not all about science law or economic interests but more surprisingly is about cultural
upheaval and the construction of new moral and spiritual boundaries in the american west

The Best of History Web Sites
2018-05-04

with crucial insights and indispensable information concerning modern day political upheavals revolutions and revolutionary movements
provides a representative cross section of the most significant revolutions of the twentieth and twenty first centuries this fifth edition is
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revised and updated with a new chapter on the arab revolution from its beginning in december 2010 to the present in this widely used text
students can trace the historical development of eleven revolutions using a five factor analytical framework author james defronzo clearly
explains all relevant concepts and events the roles of key leaders and the interrelation of each revolutionary movement with international
economic and political developments and conflicts including world wars i and ii the cold war and the war on terror student resources include
multiple orienting maps summary and analysis sections suggested readings chronologies and documentary resources

The Battle for Yellowstone
2023-05-30

overwhelmed by climate anxiety transform your angst into action to become the hero humanity needs a lifeline for those suffering from
climate anxiety facing the climate emergency combines expertise in clinical psychology and disruptive climate activism to help readers
transform their fear and grief into courage and heroism the second edition of this beloved radical self help book provides an updated analysis
of the context of the climate movement including covid 19 the hunger crisis growing political unrest and more an unflinching analysis of the
accelerating impacts of climate change and what they mean for each of us personally concrete strategies for tackling climate anxiety
including welcoming painful feelings and using them to catalyze change inspiring profiles of ordinary people sounding the alarm by gluing
themselves to priceless works of art blocking transportation corridors and shutting down fossil fuel infrastructure resources exercises for self
reflection and an invitation to the climate awakening a global virtual climate emotions platform featuring a foreword by visionary filmmaker
and philanthropist adam mckay facing the climate emergency takes a deep dive into why disruptive grassroots activism is the fastest most
cost effective path to transformative change whether you re drawn to the front lines of high stakes non violent direct action or prefer to play
a supporting role this guide will help you combat the forces of climate denial and discover your own power in the face of the greatest
planetary crisis 2nd edition awards gold 2023 living now book awards green living 1st edition awards silver 2021 living now book awards
green living silver 2020 nautilus book awards rising to the moment 2020

Revolutions and Revolutionary Movements
2013-03-01

how extensive was slavery during the revolutionary war and the founding of our country did the founding fathers own slaves how did the
colonists justify fighting for their own freedom while denying the freedom of african and indian slaves slavery during the revolutionary war
answers these questions from contemporary sources newspaper ads and the founding fathers own letters
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Facing the Climate Emergency, Second Edition
2004

an anthology of literary pieces and essays on surfing is complemented by classic and modern photographs and artwork and includes mark
twain s nineteenth century description in roughing it and susan orlean s essay on girl surfers in maui

Slavery During the Revolutionary War
2018-12-10

brand warfare is real guerrilla marketing details the colombian government s efforts to transform marxist guerrilla fighters in the farc into
consumer citizens alexander l fattal shows how the market has become one of the principal grounds on which counterinsurgency warfare is
waged and postconflict futures are imagined in colombia this layered case study illuminates a larger phenomenon the convergence of
marketing and militarism in the twenty first century taking a global view of information warfare guerrilla marketing combines archival
research and extensive fieldwork not just with the colombian ministry of defense and former rebel communities but also with political exiles
in sweden and peace negotiators in havana throughout fattal deftly intertwines insights into the modern surveillance state peace and conflict
studies and humanitarian interventions on one hand with critical engagements with marketing consumer culture and late capitalism on the
other the result is a powerful analysis of the intersection of conflict and consumerism in a world where governance is increasingly structured
by brand ideology and wars sold as humanitarian interventions full of rich unforgettable ethnographic stories guerrilla marketing is a stunning
and troubling analysis of the mediation of global conflict

Zero Break
1997

postmodern currents art and artists in the age of electronic media explores in detail the growing impact of video and computer technologies
and of the internet on aesthetic experience and examines the emerging role of the artist as social communicator it recounts the involvement
of such artists as jenny holzer nam june paik bill viola gary hill and laurie anderson among others with electronic media and discusses the
important economic social and aesthetic issues these new technologies imply

Guerrilla Marketing
2010-02-23
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the first book to trace the rise of documentaries as mainstream entertainment when did documentaries get glamorous documentary
superstars looks at the history of documentaries and traces their transition from hands off to in your face exclusive interviews with michael
moore morgan spurlock errol morris george clooney sacha baron cohen morgan freeman al gore and more of the biggest names in the field
show the impact of the documentary style on mainstream movies and on our society from cinema verite to the inserted narrator from the
balanced point of view to the charismatic commentator a la fahrenheit 9 11 to the documentarian starring in his own narrative as in supersize
me to filmmakers innovative use of cameos pseudocameos and archival footage and much more documentary superstars examines the way
in which this evolving art form has changed and changed us newfound box office clout makes documentaries big business interviews with
michael moore morgan spurlock al gore sacha baron cohen more includes career advice for new documentary filmmakers allworth press an
imprint of skyhorse publishing publishes a broad range of books on the visual and performing arts with emphasis on the business of art our
titles cover subjects such as graphic design theater branding fine art photography interior design writing acting film how to start careers
business and legal forms business practices and more while we don t aspire to publish a new york times bestseller or a national bestseller we
are deeply committed to quality books that help creative professionals succeed and thrive we often publish in areas overlooked by other
publishers and welcome the author whose expertise can help our audience of readers

Postmodern Currents
2005-08

while terrorism has been used throughout the ages as a weapon in political struggles there is an essential difference between groups who
use these tactics for more or less rational political goals and those seeking more apocalyptic ends cooper argues that today s terrorists have
a spiritual perversity that causes them to place greater significance on killing than on exploiting political grievances he supports his assertion
with an analysis of two groups that share the characteristics of a pneumopathological consciousness anum shinrikyo the terrorist
organization that poisoned thousands of tokyo subway riders in 1995 and al qaeda the group behind the infamous 9 11 killings

Documentary Superstars
1998-08-27

the first book to apply guerrilla sales and marketing tactics to the unique high pressure environment of electronic communications this
groundbreaking resource is packed with valuable tips expert advice and insider secrets on finding closing and increasing sales by phone and
fax as well as via e mail and the internet this book is absolutely loaded with insights and practical ideas you can use to increase your
effectiveness in dealing with anyone in business on the telephone these ideas should be read taught digested and practiced every single day
brian tracy author the psychology of achievement guerrilla teleselling is fundamental reading for anyone or any company who does business
by telephone it covers all the basics and more whether you re a beginner or you ve been in the business for years if you can t find at least 12
great ideas in every chapter that will increase your performance you re not reading i am recommending it as a resource to all my clients judy
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lanier author 50 ways to motivate inspire your call center teams past national president american telemarketing association guerrilla
teleselling is an excellent guide for anyone in sales whether a rookie or a seasoned professional it entices the reader to break out of old ruts
to become a more effective salesperson by using often surprising tactics that will keep the salesperson both challenged and successful erik
lounsbury editor telemarketing r call center solutions tm

New Political Religions, Or an Analysis of Modern Terrorism
2018-01-19

near eastern archaeology is generally represented as a succession of empires with little attention paid to the individuals labelled as terrorists
at the time that brought them down their stories when viewed against the backdrop of current violent extremism in the middle east can
provide a unique long term perspective extremism ancient and modern brings long forgotten pasts to bear on the narratives of radical groups
today recognizing the historical bases and specific cultural contexts for their highly charged ideologies the author with expertise in middle
eastern archaeology and counter terrorism work provides a unique viewpoint on a relatively under researched subject this timely volume will
interest a wide readership from undergraduate and graduate students of archaeology history and politics to a general audience with an
interest in the deep historical narratives of extremism and their impact on today s political climate

Guerrilla TeleSelling
2016-09-01

from facebook to talking points memo to the new york times often what looks like fact based journalism is not it s advertising not only are
ads indistinguishable from reporting the internet we rely on for news opinions and even impartial sales content is now the ultimate corporate
tool reader beware content without a corporate sponsor lurking behind it is rare indeed black ops advertising dissects this rapid rise of
sponsored content a strategy whereby advertisers have become publishers and publishers create advertising all under the guise of unbiased
information covert selling mostly in the form of native advertising and content marketing has so blurred the lines between editorial content
and marketing message that it is next to impossible to tell real news from paid endorsements in the 21st century instead of telling us to buy
buy buy marketers engage with us so that we share share share the ultimate subtle sell why should this concern us because personal data
personal relationships and our very identities are being repackaged in pursuit of corporate profits because tracking and manipulation of data
make likes and tweets and followers the currency of importance rather than scientific achievement or artistic talent or information the
electorate needs to fully function in a democracy and because we are being manipulated to spend time with technology to interact with
friends to always be on even when it is to our physical and mental detriment
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Extremism, Ancient and Modern
2023-02-21

china s resistance to imperial japan was the other great internationalist cause of the red 1930s along with the spanish civil war these
desperate and bloody struggles were personified in the lives of norman bethune and others who volunteered in both conflicts the story of red
friends starts in the 1920s when encouraged by the newly formed communist international chinese nationalists and leftists united to fight
warlords and foreign domination john sexton has unearthearthed the histories of foreigners who joined the chinese revolution he follows
comintern militants journalists spies adventurers trotskyists and mission kids whose involvement helped and sometimes hindered china s
revolutionaries most were internationalists who while strongly identifying with china s struggle saw it as just one theatre in a world revolution
the present rulers in beijing however buoyed by china s powerhouse economy commemorate them as foreign friends who aided china s
peaceful rise to great power status red friends is part of verso s growing china list which includes china s revolution in the modern world and
china in one village founded on original research it is a stirring story of idealists struggling against the odds to found a better future the
author s interviews with survivors and descendants add colour and humanity to lives both heroic and tragic

Black Ops Advertising
1980

this groundbreaking three volume encyclopedia is the first to focus exclusively on the revolutionary movements that have changed the
course of history from the american and french revolutions to the present abc clio is proud to present an encyclopedia that reaches around
the globe to explore the most momentous and impactful political revolutions of the last two and a half centuries exploring their origins
courses consequences and influences on subsequent individuals and groups seeking to change their own governments and societies in three
volumes revolutionary movements in world history covers 79 revolutions from the american and french uprisings of the late 18th century to
the rise of communism nazism and fascism from ho chi minh and fidel castro to the ayatollah al qaeda and the fall of the berlin wall written
by leading experts from a number of nations this insightful cutting edge work combines detailed portrayals of specific revolutions with essays
on important overarching themes full of revealing insights compelling personalities and some of the most remarkable moments in the world s
human drama revolutionary movements in world history offers a new way of looking at how societies reinvent themselves

Sound-Bite Saboteurs
1979

desloge chronicles a tale of two continents is a monograph of an amazing family s journey supported by genealogical summaries which
provide solid provenance situated in france and america this is an authentic historical narrative built around one family s 600 letters dating
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from 200 years providing live action reality present at france the french revolution and the american frontier based upon one of the largest
bodies of vibrant correspondence written from the turn of the 1800s we are able to peer into the scene of teeming wildlife and native
american indians in the young america expanding from this family s french nobility on the young american frontier and then blooming into
titanic industrialists and caring naturalists and philanthropists within this monograph historical fact studied historical research and expanded
narrative craft a compelling legend of the prominent desloge family more than simply cold chronology of facts these are action figures

Red Friends
1997

AF Press Clips
2006-07-20

AF Press Clips
1984

Film & Video Finder
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